This is a detailed case history of one of London's iconic new media companies, AMX Studios. Some of the changes in this firm, we assume, are not untypical for other firms in this sector. Particularly we want to draw attention to two transformations. The first change in AMX and in London's new media industry more generally refers to the field of industrial relations. What can be observed is a shift from a rather heterarchical towards a more hierarchical organized new media industry, a shift from short-term project networks to long-term client dependency. The second change refers to new media products and services. We want to argue for a shift from cool content production towards consultancy and interactive communications solutions.
doing so we hope to contribute to a discussion of more general transformations in the new media industry between 1995 and 2001. During this period the development of the new media industry showed clearly more signs of chaos than of structure and order, and more signs of contingency than signs of rules. However we do think that there are some patterns emerging. At least some of the transformations in the new media industry seem to have a certain direction. In particular we want to point out to two processes we see as crucial studying the AMX history. We assume that they are not untypical for other firms in this sector.
1. The first observation refers to the field of industrial relations. We assume there has been a shift from a rather heterarchical towards a more hierarchical organized new media industry; a shift from a focus on project networks to long-term relations with clients, from interdependence to client dependency.
2. The second observation refers to a change of new media products and services. We want to argue for a shift from cool content production towards grown-up new media consultancy.
Project Networks, Heterarchy, Connectivity, Non-Linearity
Some of our findings resonate with the notions of project networks and heterarchy, which are more extensively discussed in other articles of this volume. In the introduction of this special issue Grabher emphasises the growing importance of projects and interfirm networks. One of the key features of these project networks are interdependence and intense forms of collaboration. The idea of the heterarchic organisation, as developed by Powell (1996) and Grabher and Stark (1997) , has its roots in complexity theory and notions of non-linearity. The heterarchic organisation is a nonlinear system -'heterachies are complex adaptive systems' -in the same sense that the more traditional hierarchy is linear (Girard and Stark, 2001: 9) . Linear hierarchies have single equilibrium points, heterarchies have multiple equilibrium points. Hierarchies are closed systems governed from above, heterarchies are open, autopoietic systems. Heterarchies are also reflexive in a sense hierarchies are not. Heterarchies are characterised by an 'underdetermination' of organisational structure. In heterarchical organisations there is continual self-monitoring, interpretation and evaluation of the organisation by the organisation. A particular hierarchy may result from a 'search for the one best solution'. Heterachies are not a result of this search; they are a result 'that is better at search' (Grabher 2001: 358) . Heterarchies are continually involved in search: as part of their reflexivity, they are continually scanning the environment, continually coping with 'unpredictable strategy horizons' (Girard and Stark 2001: 9) . Heterarchies are about 'distributed intelligence'.
With the previous dominance of a logic of structure (Castells, 1989) , linear systems could adequately respond to environments. Now, with a dominance of the logic of flows, non-linear systems are more able to be adaptive. Complex, non-linear systems are better at coping with an environment increasingly characterised by unpredictable flows. They work through the connectivity between 'interdependent' (Stark 1999) agents, through the flatness of distributed intelligence. Unpredictability is channelled best through the flows and stoppages that constitute such complex systems. Heterarchy and thus connectivity are particularly prevalent in the new sectors or creative sectors -so, for example, Powell et al (2001) has described them in biotechnology, Grabher in advertising (2001) , and Girard and Stark in new media (2001) . And while the idea of heterarchy is taken originally from natural science, its prevalence in creative and new economic industries is a consequence of the ways in which such sectors -for reasons of both appearance and substance -are required to innovate more intensely than others.
Normally, and linearly, (old) media work on a model of producer-messageconsumer, or sender-message-receiver. The message itself may be mediated through, say, a television set or computer. But the movement of digital objects from place to place, from producer to marketer to distribution in a variety of countries, through a set of different technologies and markets defies this linearity. The linearity of producer-text-reader is being succeeded by the nonlinear connectivity of real networks and virtual objects in discontinuous time and space. Indeed, this transformation in media has been shown in an earlier study of global culture industries (Lury and Lash, forthcoming) .
Connectivity is not concerned with meaning and interpretation, but with operationality and functionality. When a microprocessor is put in, say, a TV box, you can do something with it, that is, it is no longer just a question of meaning but of functionality, or operationality. This is much more than a question of an 'active audience' interpreting the various meanings of leanback broadcasts. Indeed it is not a matter of meaning at all, but of doing, of performing. As one of our interviewees succinctly puts it, 'When people get to a site they want not only to see something. They want to do something'. The audience or reader becomes a user.
As already mentioned, our empirical findings correspond to a certain extent with the notion of heterarchy and project networks. The new media industry is built on the ground of social relationships. This industry is characterised by production through connectivity. Social relations are also work relations and industrial relations. A network sociality (Wittel 2001 ) has been emerging. Surely these social relations resonate well with the idea of heterarchy. However we also see a movement in the opposite direction: a movement towards a more hierarchical organization of this industry, and towards continuous and long-lasting ties with customers. The loose networks and short-term projects became replaced by efforts to build long-term and sustained work relations with clients. Interdependency became replaced by a rather strong dependency on clients. We cannot make a watertight argument to prove this claim, the empirical indications are strong enough to be taken seriously though.
From Multimedia to New Media
New media had a predecessor -multimedia. Multimedia -classically, the convergence of information technology, creative content and telecommunications (in the broadest sense) -has fascinated business commentators, frightened trade unions, and attracted academic attention for the best part of a decade (ILO 1998) . In Europe the sector has attracted academic attention from industrial sociologists (Leisink 1998) , and from media and cultural studies (McRobbie 1999) . In the US it has been the focus of economic geography (Scott 2000) and urban sociology (Molotch 1996) . In Europe (Sweden, Holland, Austria, and Germany) the emergence of multimedia has been perceived as a threat by trade unions and by industrial sociologists closely linked to unions. Here the unions and sociologists concerned have tended to focus on the print and typography industries. They have focused on the introduction of digital technologies, and especially of multimedia tools like Photoshop, Director and the like. The sociologists and the unions have noted a certain resistance among traditionally skilled artisans in the sector to adapt to the new technologies. They have noted the entry into print and typography of young people with technical college or higher education qualifications hungry to take on all the latest available software. This has led to culture clashes between the new entrants who were reluctant to join trade unions and their more traditionalist colleagues. These studies have dovetailed with more recent work from the sociology of art and cultural studies that focus on the combination of innovation-related excitement, on the one hand, and insecurity, on the other, of creative workers in the culture sectors more generally (Menger 1994 ).
The aforementioned industrial sociologists then shifted their attention to multimedia as a whole. This tended to be broadly defined. It led to a series of general surveys of multimedia firms in their various European countries. The surveys tended to focus on the needs of the firms, foremost among which, right up to 1997, were 1) educating clients in order to use the services of multimedia firms and 2) the shortage of skilled labour (see, e.g. Benkert and Michel 1999) . All this time there was considerable debate as to what multimedia indeed was. This is classically described by a Venn Diagram, in which multimedia is at the heart or the intersection of the classical culture industries, information technology and telecommunications. Sometimes the diagrams were more complicated, with the culture industries broken down into television, film, music and publishing. In these diagrams multimedia were represented as closer to these culture industries than to either information technology or telecommunications. Indeed the term 'multimedia convergence' was often used, assuming a certain convergence of the acoustic, text, informational and image media of the older culture industries. At a January 1997 colloquium of academics and European multimedia firms in Vienna there was considerable agreement as to the products that such firms produced. These were seen as CD-ROMs, digital games and web sites (Warnken 1998) . We should note here that these are all interactive media. They are interactive in the sense that consumers or audiences modify their content in some way. If we limited multimedia to this, though, then where would we locate, say, digital special effects, which comprises such a large category of multimedia workers in Allen Scott's (2000) work. These firms do not create interactive products, but can be considered multimedia due to the digital input into their products. This shift from technology to content we see also in academic work more closely associated with regional and urban studies. In the 1980s there were the original and classic technological studies of the IT sector in California by inter alia Soja, Morales and Wolff (1983) and Manuel Castells (1989) in his Informational City. Then two parallel processes took place. The studies became very directly influenced by the problematique of post-fordism and flexible specialization. This was apparent, for example, in the work on Silicon Valley and Boston's Route 128 by Anna Lee Saxenian (1996) . The second process was a shift from straight IT or 'high technology' to look at the 'content industries', to look at the culture industries. This was the context of Storper and Christopherson's (1987) benchmark work on vertical disintegration in southern California's film industry. It was the context of research on the same process in London's culture industries more generally (Shapiro et al 1992; Lash and Urry 1994) . Allen Scott (1988) first developed the vertical disintegration argument. And indeed it was he who was first to focus on multimedia from the early 1990s.
Allen Scott (2000) looks at the multimedia industry in California. His data from 1994/1996 shows the biggest agglomerations of multimedia firms in the US and arguably in the world to be in clusters around the Bay Area and Los Angeles. Cooke and Wells (1991) (Walters 2000) .
AMX Studios co-director and co-founder Alasdair Scott's background was advertising. His training for the industry started almost as a child. Born in 1968 to a well-off Home Counties family, Scott had a computer and could programme before he was twelve. He won BBC Television young filmmaker of the year award as a high school student. He gained a place at Cambridge, but decided to enter the work world, using the caché from his BBC prize to walk into a position as market analyst for DDB, a leading London ad agency. The experience was useful, but Scott wanted to work among creatives. He wanted to direct commercials and use digital production techniques. Nonetheless his next post, from 1989, was in MSW, a direct-marketing division of the Maxwell Corporation. Here his computer skills came into play: he compiled magazine subscription list databases onto CD-ROM. At MSW Al learnt search engine and authoring technology. He learnt how to master CDs. Now technologies formerly used for the likes of Boeing and British Airways were moving into consumer spaces (NMC 1999). These were early days though: Al and his colleagues had to write data on 9 track tapes and bike the tapes over to Wales where a specialist company would do the master: 'Would stamp it out on one disc', so Al Scott. A far cry from today when 'for £100 any kid can pick up a CD-writer on Tottenham Court Road'. In 1986, at age 18, Scott's father bought him an Apple Mac, whose graphic interface was something of a revelation to him. During a trip to the US in 1989, he first heard the word (Walters 2000) . KLW Communications, an Internet sector online publication, speaks of AMX's wide ranging experience with 'multimedia products' (Watson 1999 ). This is not surprising, as AMX has started as a multimedia firm. In 1998 one still read of 'multimedia titles' -mainly CD-ROMs but also computer games -being reviewed in various publications. But the majority of the work in the firms was no longer a question of producing 'titles'. So much of the work became 'Net', or at least online work: Internet and Intranet work. And the firms that did this sort of work were not so much known as multimedia firms, but new media firms, or increasingly agencies.
The Internet related industry could be classified in four categories. The first category comprises companies that provide the Internet infrastructure and the Internet infrastructure applications. This is a huge field and it is this field that clearly generates most of the income. This is the category of telecommunications, of Internet service providers, Internet backbone carriers, manufacturers of end user equipment, and all kinds of software providers. Among the companies in this layer are Compaq, Quest, Cisco, Oracle, Microsoft, Adobe, AOL (before the merger with Time Warner), and Netscape (By the way, some of the companies listed here and in the next categories might not exist any more; they are listed here because they were very much in the public debate). In economic terms it is the most important category of the Internet related industry and it would make sense to draw further distinctions within this field. However this is not necessary for our argument. It is important to note that this field clearly refers to technology.
The second category includes the dot.coms. These are companies that conduct web-based economic transactions. This is e-commerce. These are dealers, sellers, and retailers. They are techno-merchants. Examples of firms in this category are Amazon, Lastminute, E-toys, Travelocity, and Priceline. For a few months/years the financial survival of dot.coms was based on a combination of venture capital money and IPO (Initial Public Offering). By now however it clear that this category of Internet related firms has to struggle most for survival. None of them has managed to make a profit. Many of the ecommerce firms created between 1998/2000 do not exist any more. And it is still not clear if success models like Amazon and Lastminute will eventually be able to avoid bankruptcy.
The third category consists of content providers. Some of these firms (e.g. Inside Media, About.com, E-Hollywood) provide digital content only. The most famous example is Napster, or better: was Napster. Most of the content providers however are so called old media firms like Bertelsmann, EMI, Time Warner (now AOL/Time Warner), The Guardian, BBC. Most of these firms generate revenues from advertising and/or subscription fees. Their online names might be a little bit different than their 'real' names (e.g. The Guardian's online name is Guardian Unlimited), but this is not that relevant.
What is important is that they are able to transform and translate traditional non-digital content with little effort in online content: music, news, still images etc. In both categories, the e-commerce firms and the content providers, we can currently observe a competition between old and new, between old media and new media content providers, and between traditional merchants and techno-merchants. There are a more and more signs that the traditional companies will win this competition. (The AOL/Time Warner merger could be one of the few exceptions.)
The fourth category of Internet related firms are new media agencies. Like the first category (Internet infrastructure and Internet applications), new media agencies do not really have 'old economy' competitors. However there was some competition from traditional consultancies. New media agencies played a crucial role between 1995 and 2000. They were the catalysts of economic change. They facilitated the Internet revolution by teaching clients how to use the Internet for commerce. They made it possible that all industries got hooked up on the Internet. Most new media agencies started as firms doing web design. Soon they realised that doing web design was not enough. They had to teach their customers how to take advantage of the Internet. They had to inform them about different options of Internet and Intranet usage. They had to tell their clients that a web site is more than PR and advertising; that it is about connectivity. Thus new media agencies had to create the best possible interface for their customers. However they could only do an efficient job by accumulating intimate knowledge on their customers' organisational structure and production procedures. New media agencies became techno consultancies. They moved beyond simple web design. They developed for the whole industry a new media strategy. This is why the agencies are or least were at the heart of new media. New media agencies or consultancies are firms like Razorfish, Iconmedialab, Agency, Scient, Sapient, ConcreteMedia, and Modem Media. These firms receive income streams for delivering services, for generating interactive communications solutions for clients.
No doubt these categories are a bit artificial. Many new media companies do not only fit in one category. Often the boundaries are not that clear. In particular the boundaries between Internet infrastructure and software firms, content providers, and new media agencies are blurring. AMX have always been both content producers and an agency. However the priorities shifted in time. Historically, one could say they started as a multimedia firm, later they had their focus on interactive content, and finally moved towards technological consultancy and towards the production of interactive communications solutions. This is a development not untypical for many other new media agencies.
There has also been a rapprochement of new media with advertising, with brand building. Industry) grant application that had to be refereed. This was towards the end of 1995. The video was put together by the National Film and Television School (NFTS). The grant proposal addressed the need for training in digital skills for NFTS students. A few months later one of us approached AMX as a potential client (in the role as co-editor of an academic journal and book series). We were considering establishing a company to take digital content to students and build a network of sociology and cultural studies academics. The business in the end came to nothing. But the point is that we were taken seriously as a client. We did not have an established operation. But we were still taken seriously. This was not rare at all in those days when new media firms were not recognisably business service firms. The business services make money by billing companies who make products. These examples reflect a more general pattern. In the first few years the new media industry shows many signs of a heterarchic organization. Clients did not know what they were exactly looking for. All they knew was that they did not want to be left behind by the so called Internet revolution. They needed new media firms not only to do things, but also to tell them about the possibilities and developments. Clients lacked knowledge about these issues, they clearly depended on new media firms. At that point in time many of the project networks have been characterized by interdependency and by intense forms of collaboration between new media companies and their clients.
Back Ends and Front Ends
Some of the most frequently used language in new media is 'front end' and 'back end'. What does this mean? Front end seems to refer to design and back end to technology. The first major large investor in new media as business service was John Wren, CEO of Omnicom (St. John 2000) . Omnicom is an investment group and an advertising/communications group. In 1995/96 Wren saw that there would be a need for a particular business or professional service, a particular service that he understood as 'digital design' (St. John 2000: 144) . Digital design is understood as 'front-end' work. It is putting the design on the screen. It was in the first instance the 'cool web site'. The image, indeed the content is the front end. Putting the production values up there on the screen. In this context the 'back end' refers to technology. To 'functionality'. What makes a site interactive per se is the back end. 'When people get to a site they want not only to see something. They want to do something', says Alasdair Scott. It is the back end that makes this 'doing something' possible.
Interactivity is fundamentally different to content production. Now AMX, like most other new media firms, provide 'interactive communications solutions' for companies. In this sense they differ from both the older multimedia firms and the dot.coms. Multimedia firms make content. Dot.coms make sales. In order to make these sales happen dot.coms need IT firms and new media firms. They need interactive communications. They hire advertising firms for their (non-) interactive communications problems. Both the new media firms and the advertising firms provide solutions. Dot.coms require expensive solutions. They are thus incredibly hard pressed to turn a profit.
New media firms, or digital design firms entered a professional services field, in Bourdieu's (1993) sense, the field of professional services, in which the front end was very much occupied by advertising. The front end is the interface of user, viewer, of consumer experience. Compared to advertising the digital design firms were back-end, always to a certain extent providing interactivity. The other players occupying this professional service space were indeed information technology consultants. These are firms like IBM and Oracle, which set up IT systems in firms. In Europe one of the largest of these is Cap Gemini, now titled Thus AMX Studios, whose origins as we saw were in content -pop music, broadcasting, magazine design and the like -has just finished creating an Intranet for Barclays Bank. This is indeed back-end work. AMX, as mentioned, say they provide 'interactive communications solutions'. By this they mean a number of things. But included in this, to be sure, is the provision of communications solutions for inside the firm -Intranet -as well as outside. By this they also mean that they do back-end as well as front-end work. The implication is that back-end and front-end work should not be separated from one another. It is that the technology, the functionality is better conceived simultaneously with the design. AMX mean they would prefer not to have a back end partner like IBM or Oracle. There would seem to be a growing fear among new media firms that they will be seen as one-sided digital design firms. Wall Street analysts have been critical of such 'cool' design firms and this has hurt their market capitalisation.
Among the large American firms, Razorfish seems to have suffered most from such labelling. To avoid such labelling they have re-titled their money losing content site as RSUB (Razorfish Subnetwork) and purchased a technology company, the Boston-based I-Cube for $1.2 billion in autumn 1999 (St. John 2000: 146) . Another company that has always been linked to cool design is Deepend, established in 1994 and for many years London's largest fully British-owned new media firm. In 2000 they have, like many others, vastly transformed their site. Until then it was a content site. Then it foregrounded more sober Internet solutions. This shift however came too late. For the year 2000 Deepend reported revenues of nearly £10 million. In September 2001 the company was put into liquidation with a loss of 180 jobs.
In the first instance a cool, creative site can attract clients. But once a firm is established, sobriety and functionality are central in being seen to be 'serious' by clients. This is important for market capitalisation for firms that have had IPOs. The phenomenon is not dissimilar to the advertising sector in Britain. Early in their history, London ad firms typically come to the attention of clients through winning competitions for cool advertising content. As a firm matures, however, efficiency and not the creative but the business side of advertising becomes the salient in winning and keeping accounts (Vermehren 2000) .
It is in this context that we can understand, for example, the merger of US Web in March 2000 with Whittman-Hart to become marchFIRST. In the last few years US Web has been one of the worlds largest new media firm, identifying themselves as an 'internet professional services company' (Lord 1998) . Their assumption is that Web media are available on not just desktop computers, but interactive TV, mobile phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDA). Whittman-Hart, for their part, have specialised in business system integrations, beginning in 1984 as a service for IBM mid-range computers, and specialising increasingly in e-business applications up until the merger.
MarchFIRST have 9400 employees dwarfing other firms in the sector. Three former executives from Novell founded US Web/CKS in 1995. Novell had been the world's leading software developer for corporate networks, its NetWare operating system, possessing a 70 per cent market share. The Chicago based US Web has a major focus on 'business to consumer marketing' and 'brand building'. Its 1999 revenues were $1.13 billion. Their expectations are that the 'e-commerce services market' in North America alone should be worth $80 billion by 2003 (www.usweb.com) . The new media industry has thus had a rapid backwards march towards the back end, towards communications solutions.
Interactive Communications Solutions
All this said, the sector still divides between firms which emphasise the front end and those that emphasise back end services: between firms that are closer to technology, Intranets, B2B (business-to-business) and e-commerce solutions and those somehow closer to advertising, design and brandbuilding. Razorfish is clearly one of the latter. Even more so is AMX Studios. Razorfish's mission (statement) is to 'create user experience'. This foregrounds brand experience though neither of the company's founders comes from an advertising background. Yet they are somehow as much a new media company as an 'Internet professional services company'. They have a content site. They have an extraordinarily large number of media sector clients. Their roster of media clients is longer than their industry and financial sector clients taken together. Like so many sector firms, the Razorfish focus is branding and e-commerce: the idea is to give client's potential consumers a cross-platform brand experience -including especially an interactive experience -and then offer simple e-commerce solutions to purchase the product. The same is true for AMX now. They offer 'interactive communications solutions'. In future they intend to focus on the iTV (interactive TV) market. Not by producing interactive content but by developing technological solutions for the transmission of interactive content. Thus they will position themselves between producers of iTV content and potential end users like BBC or Sky Digital.
If US multimedia are located primarily in Los Angeles, in a strategic position in regard to old media clients, then the new media -the branding-oriented new media -can be found in all large cities, in New York's Silicon Alley, in Berlin Mitte, in London's Soho and Shoreditch, in San Francisco's 'south of market' or SOMA district and in many other cities with a strong financial sector and some corporation head offices. Hence Agency.com and Razorfish, both iconic Silicon Alley firms, engage not only in Intranet and e-commerce solutions, but heavily in branding; in interactive branding strategies. This is why firms like Agency, Iconmedialab, and Razorfish have offices in many cities. The largest of these agencies are US Web with 9600 employees and IXL with 2500. These firms don't even call themselves 'agencies'. They avoid being connected too closely to advertising, branding and old media. US Web and IXL are making an enormous effort to brand themselves not as new media firms. They are located respectively in Chicago and Atlanta. They have many offices, but they are very largely American based. They deal with a relatively homogeneous market. And they are involved less in interactive branding than e-commerce and Intranet solutions. These firms do not need to be in the sort of intense day-to-day contact with head offices as the branding-intensive agencies. This refocuses attention on the technology/content divide that Allen J. Scott (2000: 159) noted in his comparison of multimedia sectors in the San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles. Here the technology-driven Bay Area is counter posed to content-driven Los Angeles. A cursory glance at the web sites of the leading US and European firms shows that the technology-driven firms do not refer to themselves as media firms. They are clearly 'internet professional services providers'. They focus on integrated business systems, which increasingly become Intranets, and on Internet e-commerce solutions. Allen Scott is surely right in saying that the future of the IT sector in general is mostly in location closer to clients -than to other IT sector firms. Cooke and Wells already observed this in 1991 (Cooke and Wells 1991) . The point though is that the client base has changed. The main clients are no longer the media firms -hence the idea of 'multimedia convergence' is increasingly a misnomer. Indeed the media are often some of the most backwards among clients. Take for example the film business and the music industries. There is fear and resistance. This became particularly obvious in the court case of the main record distributors launched against Napster in 2000. The film and record industries have been happy to include digital effects in linear products. They have been less inclined to develop interactive products. In most cases they have been opposed to electronic means of distribution. The reason for this fear is simple. Digital content is hard to sell as it often can be obtained for free. So far there is only one exception: pornography, although available for free, still is the only form of digital content capable of achieving huge income streams.
In stark contrast to media firms, banking, insurance and other sectors are very attracted to interactivity. This is also for obvious reasons: their interactive communications solutions will transfer and redirect good deal of the labour towards the users/customers and towards technology itself. What has driven the success of the new media sector from 1996 until 2000 has not been established by working with old media clients but instead by the anxiety of all corporate head offices to develop e-strategies. These anxious corporate headquarters have developed an e-strategy of Intranet, e-commerce (including b2b) and e-branding. Intranets and e-commerce are not strictly speaking part of the world of media in the sense that branding is. Thus a good deal of the interactive communications that the sector's companies handle are neither with media clients nor do they involve media processes.
Let us return to the story of AMX Studios. By 1996 AMX had expanded to forty employees. There were major investments in equipment and in personnel. But is proved to be difficult to generate revenues from content production. The founders developed a bit of a panic about getting the business plan right. And the company spent fortunes on all sorts of consultants. The company was well into the red. AMX was ripe for a takeover. The consultants thought that AMX was trying to do too much at once: interactive television and digital video content, DVD products and back-end systems architecture. In the new media field they were positioned as a content house. One problem was that AMX has always aimed at markets of the future -e.g. iTV, broadband mobile communications, web broadcasting. This has entailed considerable investment in technology. And only part of such resource expenditure can lead to immediate revenue streams, despite increasing demand. The consultants adjudged Gary Fairfull and Simon Scott (who were seen as 'prophets' in the industry) to be moving the company into a process of diversification that is too rapid and too extensive. They left the company.
But even with a new focussed product range, AMX needed a partner, for both technological investment and to develop products whose markets were a year or two in the future. Venture capitalists came along. The directors were uninterested. A serious bid came from the advertising agency Saatchi & Saatchi. AMX had been involved with them in building a branding and ecommerce site for Tesco, one of Britain's big four supermarket chains. They agreed to design a site worth of £1m, and AMX to receive half of these billings. The new media firm were Saatchi's 'below-the-line' partner in this project. Tesco and Saatchi were very slow in bringing the project to fruition. AMX, tired of the foot-dragging, and deprived of a £0.5m income stream to which they had committed considerable resources (at this point firm revenues were at £2m/annum), got fed up and pulled out. Saatchi & Saatchi were less concerned with the below-the-line commerce site than the tens of million pounds involved in doing television and other above-the-line work for Tesco. AMX asked for compensation. Saatchi suggested instead that they purchase the smaller company. AMX could see that purchase meant also control and demurred.
The crisis however remained and a partner was still needed. Such a partner came to them, as it were, 'out of the blue'. It was a combination of the creative studios, Real Time Studios, headed by Phil Jones and Evans Scott Hunter, a direct marketing agency whose finance director was Andrew Harris (Murphy 1999 
Conclusion: Content, Code and Communications
We seem to have come full circle. We have begun with the shift from Silicon Valley 'technology' to 'Silicon Alley' content. We noted Allen Scott's studies of multimedia and multimedia convergence. We have traced a shift in the late nineties to what has become an interactive communications solutions sector in which new media firms are now clearly business services, selling Internet communications solutions to other companies. We have outlined demarcations between content providers, IT firms, dot.coms and new media agencies. We have done this drawing on a case study of one firm in particular in the context of some evidence of change in other leading firms in the sector.
We have then noted a bifurcation in the new media sector between firms that are very 'back end' and almost exclusively web consultancies and others which are more 'front end' and design oriented. An increasing proportion of work spent in new media agencies is now devoted to 'straight corporate work'. It is devoted to professional consultancy rather than to the creation of trendy web design.
In a second line of argument we have made a case for a consolidation of the industry and for a reorientation towards more traditional social and industrial relations. We observe a development within the new media field that is characterized by a movement away from a heterarchic (non-linear, flexible, open, autopoietic, disorganized) systems. In fact, AMX and many other firms started primarily on the grounds of project networks, i.e. intense but shortterm and highly fluctuating collaborations. This was predominant in a period when clients heavily depended on new media firms. Recently however, the awareness of clients about Internet and new media technologies increased significantly. Furthermore, many big players in all industrial sectors have now their own new media divisions. To some extent project networks have been superseded by a growing dependency on clients and by a focus on long-term relationships with clients.
One final remark to the changing notion of 'code'. 
